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SITRA, a link in the chain of textile laboratories in the country, has emerged as an

important centre for International training to candidates from third world countries.

Fifty six batches of the programme have been conducted since its initiation in 1974

and around 1600 participants from 78 developing countries have so far benefitted out

of SITRA's expertise in textile technology.

Sharing of  knowledge and transfer of appropriate technology in the textile

industry.

Disseminating and strengthening awareness relating to India’s expertise in

improving productivity, quality, cost and waste control in the other developing

countries.

Creating and strengthening awareness about the superior quality  of  modern

Indian textile machinery and their cost effectiveness.

Develop in managerial capabilities among the participants in order to manage

and sustain effective management of personnel in organisations.

Improving International understanding and goodwill between India and other

developing nations.

SITRA is situated very close (just a minute's travel) to the Coimbatore Airport which is

connected to major Indian cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Bengaluru and

Thiruvananthapuram and also to a few international cites.

SITRA does not have hostel facilities. However, accommodation shall be provided in

hotels in the city.

The programme will be conducted at SITRA.

SITRA, one of the important textile research associations in India, houses large pilot

mills (Spinning, Weaving & Knitting), Physical, Chemical and Medical textile Testing

laboratories equipped with the latest state-of-the-art instruments apart from well-

furnished training halls with the necessary multimedia facilities.

Programme objectives

Travel plans and accommodation

Venue

Facilities available at SITRA
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a brief profile of  SITRA



Programme date & Courses offered

Course 1

Eligibility

Course 2

Eligibility

Course 3

Eligibility

:

: Degree/Diploma in Textiles

:

: Diploma /Degree in Textiles / Pure

Sciences

:

: Diploma /Degree in HRM and allied

disciplines

Textile Mill Management

Textile Testing & Quality Control

Managerial Skills for HRM

Personnel in Textile Industry

The following three courses will be

conducted concurrently from

October 3 to December 3, 2014
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Course details

Managing is the core activity/philosophy of success of any organisation. With liberalisation and

globalisation, the scenario of managing the technological process is all the more complex which

necessitates that the technologists possess not just the theoretical skills but also understands its

application in an effective manner. The aim of the programme is to highlight the critical areas of

functioning in a business entity that would ensure effective management of the textile mills.

The programme aims to provide technical personnel working in textile mills not only a basic

understanding of the theoretical concepts in textiles and their application but also an

appreciation of the role of Materials, Men and Money management and their control in Textile

Mills. Effectively,it is hoped that the participants would appreciate and utilise the theoretical

concepts effectively towards attaining their organisation's objectives.

- Materials Management, Raw material - Cotton and Man Made Fibres, Fibre-Yarn

Relationship, Stores Consumption and Inventory Control, Norms for Production and Productivity,

Use of Testing Instruments, Work Load and Work Assignment, Quality Control in Spinning, Weaving

and Chemical Processing, Process Control, TQM & TPM, Statistical Techniques in Quality Control,

Interpretation of Test Data for QC, Knitting and Garment making Technology, Energy consumption

and Conservation, Machinery maintenance Management, Cost Control, Modern Developments in

Chemical Processing, Financial Management, Marketing Management, Time and Stress

Management.

Topics covered

Textile Mill Management

Quality is becoming an increasingly important issue in deciding the commercial success of a

textile industry and its products. The company's approach to quality is decided by various

factors like customer requirement, state-of-the-art instruments it has and above all qualified

manpower. With demands of customer for products attaining quality levels becoming more and

more stringent, it has become all the more imperative for mills to attain the levels of bench

marked quality which keeps evolving depending upon the needs of customer as well as industry

demands. It is in this context that textile mills are looking for qualified technicians to man their

quality control department. With modern quality management concepts in vogue, mills expect

their QC personnel to be abreast of the quality concepts so as to satisfy the requirements of their

customers.

The programme intends to highlight theoretical concepts of quality and the instruments

involved, and evolve strategies for its implementation in a phased manner.

- Materials Management, Textile Fibre Classification, Testing of Fibres on various

parameters, High Volume Testing (AFIS, HVI), Fibre Quality Index (FQI), Testing of Yarns for its

various properties, Classimat Faults and Spectrogram Analysis, Fibre-Yarn Relationship, Testing of

Fabrics on various parameters, Chemical Testing of fibre, yarn and fabric, Quality Control in

Spinning, Weaving and Processing, Statistical Techniques in Quality Control, Interpretation of Test

Data for QC, Waste and Waste Control Measures. Quality management principles - ISO 9000, TQM,

TPM, Kaizan, Quality Circles, 6 sigma and 5S.

Topics covered

Textile Testing & Quality Control
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Course details

Managerial Skills for

HRM Personnel in Textile Industry
It is a matter of common knowledge that every business organisation depends for its effective

functioning not so much on its material or financial resources as on it pool of able and willing

human resources. An organisation's human resources should be managed with the same care

and logic as its financial, capital and raw material resources. Any human resource decision is

bound to affect the fairness and equity of employment relationships, the attitudes and

behaviours of employees, and the ultimate efficiency and effectiveness of organisations. It is

therefore essential for HR personnel to acquire these core skills for effective functioning.

This course on Personnel Management attempts to achieve exactly that by focusing on the core

areas of human resources in order to help personnel managers take effect decisions.

- Manpower Planning, Personnel Functions, Recruitment & Selection, Training

and Development, Job Analysis & Job Evaluation, Performance Appraisal & Methods, Wage and

Salary Administration, Promotions, Transfers & Dislocations, Rewards & Incentive Schemes,

Personnel Records & Audit, Trade Unions in India and Labour legislations, Workers Participation

in Management, Disputes Resolution and Disciplinary Proceedings, Safety and Welfare in Industry,

Organisational Development, Management of Change, Management by Objectives (MBO),

Performance & Career Counselling, Motivation and Morale in Industry, Effective Communication

and Leadership Styles, Time Management and Stress management, Computer Applications in

HRM.

Topics covered
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Sponsorship details

Course Fees:

Living Allowance:

Accommodation:

Study Tour:

Book Allowance:

Medical Facility:

Fares:

Visa:

It's a fully subsidised programme with the total Course fee borne by the

Government of India.

Government of India pays (through the Institute) living allowance

of Indian Rupees 25,000/- per month, calculated on the basis of arrival and departure

dates, for meeting expenditure on food, out-of-pocket expenses, etc.

Accommodation charges are borne by the Government of India.

Since the institute does not have hostel facility, accommodation is arranged in a

hotel on a single-occupancy basis.

Participants are required to pay for availing services such as:

a. Room service
b. Laundry
c. Local and outstation telephone calls, fax, etc.

Participants are taken on study tours to acquaint/familiarize themselves

with aspects of history and culture of India as well as to institutions/industries

symbolizing modern India as part of their Course Curriculum. Government of India

bears cost of approved study tours during the Course.

Government of India provides book allowance of Indian Rupees

5,000/- for purchase of course-related books and other items of stationery.

Participants selected for training course should submit a medical

fitness certificate issued by the registered medical practitioner in the time

application. Government of India will bear medical expenses only in case of medical

emergency during their training in India.

The Government of India provides economy class air tickets for travel of

participants from the capital city of the participant's country to the training institute

in India and back.

Prior to their departure for training in India, participants are advised to apply

for Visa to the Embassy / High Commission of India, accredited or concurrently

accredited to their country. Visa is issued gratis to them. Visa issued for the Course

cannot be utilized for any other purpose

The final decision of selection of a nominee rests with the

DPA -II Division, Ministry of External Affairs,  Govt. of India.



How to apply

Interested candidates are requested to contact the Indian Embassy or
Mission in their respective country from where they can obtain the
applications. Filled-in applications, duly forwarded by their employers,
should be submitted at the Indian Embassy/Mission, which in turn will
forward the same to the ministry.

The International Training Programme at SITRA is sponsored by the
Ministry of External Affairs under its sponsoring schemes namely, ITEC/
SCAAP/ AARDO/TCS of Colombo Plan

The address of the sponsoring agency is as follows

Under Secretary (TC)

Ministry of External Affairs

Development Partnership Administration

DPA-II Division, Room No.:  B-2066,

Jawaharlal Nehru Bhavan

23-D, Janpath, New Delhi - 110011, INDIA

Phone.: +91 11 4901 5430

Fax.:  +91 11 4901 5434

E.Mail:  ustc@mea.gov.in

Website : www.itec.mea.gov.in

For any clarifications, please contact :

Programme Coordinator,

The South India Textile Research Association,

P. B. No. 3205, Coimbatore Aerodrome Post,

Coimbatore - 641 014, INDIA.

Phone :+91 422 4215 330/337 (Direct) 2574 367-9, 4215 333

Fax: +91 422 4215 300,  2571 896

E.mail: training@sitra.org.in,  ksr@sitra.org.in

Website : www.sitra.org.in
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